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“Life should not be a journey to the grave with the intention of 
arriving safely in a pretty and well preserved body, but rather to 
skid in broadside in a cloud of smoke, thoroughly used up, totally 
worn out, and loudly proclaiming ‘Wow! What a Ride!’” 

~ Hunter S. Thompson 
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Fairytales aren’t fiction, but if you don’t have the love life  

of your dreams, it’s not a man’s fault. 
~Fiona Fine 

 

Preface 
 

So many successful women skate on the edge of greatness in 
their lives: They have great careers, and good friends and 
family around them, yet their love life or sex life really kinda 
totally sucks. 
 

This book is about breaking through those beliefs that we 
women still hold deep inside ourselves (whether we admit it or 
not) about white weddings, fairy tales, and princes on trusty 
steeds—that belief that we will find a “Mr. Right” who is going 
to magically make us happy and that we can “have it all” 
(whatever that means). It is a manifesto that aims to create a 
new mindset about how we, as mature and intelligent women, 
want to show up in our love lives and how our love lives affect 
every other aspect of our existence (again, whether we admit 
it or not). 
 

We are told that the ultimate success in love is to be in a 
happy, monogamous relationship, so we are often defaulting to 
mediocrity in our love lives or settling into a love life that we 
consider “boring,” “safe,” or  “good enough”—and then 
grieving in midlife about our lost dreams (while commuting to 
and from our day job at 6:30 in the morning, squeezing in a 
workout, eating takeout at our desk, and wondering where our 
love life disappeared to). 

 

We, as smart, successful, super-achieving women, have 
become jaded about having a great love life after years of 
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looking for “Mr. Right,” or living through unsuccessful 
relationships and holding onto the dream of happily ever after. 
We have decided that “there are no good men out there 
anyway,” or “men are all alike” or “relationships are way too 
time-consuming.”  
I have been exactly there! 
 

Yet, we as women are our own worst enemy! 

 

This is not just a book for women; it is a book about women 
and, even more specifically, women in relationships and their 
love lives. It is a conversation that seeks to offer advice from a 
life lived fully on the edge. 

 

It is not a feminist book in the traditional sense. Some of the 
things I say may piss you off, yet I do believe that as much as 
fairytales don’t just happen, neither do fully equal partnerships, 
where everything is 50–50. No matter what your ideal is, you 
need to work for it—hard. 

 

I offer all my hard-earned knowledge with sincerity (and a dose 
of sometimes sarcastic humor) to help you figure out how to 
create a spectacular love life for you by throwing out many, if 
not all, of society’s ideas of fairytales and happy endings, and 
helping you stop any self-defeating behaviors. 

 

If you don’t have the love life of your dreams, don’t blame 
a man! 

 

I spent years doing just that. In fact, I was blaming anyone and 
everyone and making the world around me miserable. 

 

So what makes me worthy of you spending an hour or so 
reading this book? Well, relationships and dating and women’s 
issues are my livelihood, and I am damn good at my job! Check 
out www.FionaFine.com. 
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The Rules of the Road  
 

● You do not have to (nor probably should you) read this 
from start to finish. Jump around; think of it as a 
buffet. I am big on “buffet living” (especially when it 
comes to love). 

● This book is a manifesto for women to rethink how they 
exist/behave in relationships. 

● Go ahead and approach this book with skepticism, but 
don’t let skepticism be your excuse not to take action. 

● I’m not promising it’s going to be easy. Life is simple 
yet rarely easy. Hell, I have managed to completely 
rework my own thinking, and I swear I am not the most 
intuitively sensitive human being on the planet. In fact, I 
have been called bossy, a pit bull, and even a ballbuster, 
among other things, over my 30 years of making it in a 
man’s world. 

● I offer no guarantee you will find the man of your 
dreams using any of these tips, techniques, and truths. I 
will give you the tools and techniques that worked for 
me and my clients. If you choose to use them and adopt 
the attitude and mindset that your love life is your own 
damn fault, then you will look at life and your love life 
from a new vantage point. 

● This book is not about putting a ring on your finger 
(although it might, if that’s what works for you after 
you have truly done the work) or finding “The One.” It 
is about you living your best (love) life on your terms! 

 

Bring it on! 
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“I've been accused of vulgarity. I say that's bullshit.”  

~Mel Brooks 

 

Disclaimer 
 

This book is not War and Peace; it is a manifesto on what I 
have found works in love and in relationships. My goal is to help 
you create the love life of your dreams and manage your 
mindset. I want you to dig in and dirty this book up. Get out 
your highlighter; dog-ear the pages; read it in the tub and/or 
on the commuter train. Share it with your girlfriends on your 
women’s hockey team... 
 

It is not some mystical or airy-fairy B.S. but advice from the 
trenches—from a woman who has been there and done that 
(but didn’t take the T-shirt, as I hate them). It is advice that 
has come out of the amazing Goddesses Gab Women’s 
Roundtable as well as the Men Tell All Roundtable Audio CD 
series (go to www.FionaFine.com) 
 

About Exercises, Foul Language, Pronouns, and Other 
Problems with Reading This Book 
 

I am an engineer by education, one of only 35 women in my 
graduating class many, many, many years ago. I have grown up 
in a man’s world and, yep, I swear like an engineer. In fact, I 
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am pretty irreverent about a lot of things that bother other 
people. 

 

Warning: This book has some foul language. It is who I am, and 
much of what is written here is from the trenches, which are 
where the best results come from. It is down and dirty. This 
book is written primarily for women: strong, successful, 
super-achieving women who want to create their most 
spectacular life on their terms and want a new plan or mindset 
to do so, as parts of their existing lives are not working. Please 
don’t write to me and complain about the language. If 
swearing or detailed, explicit language or topics offends you, 
then put down the book and walk away! 

 

This is also not a literary book. Get past any bad writing style, 
grammar, or punctuation. Take it for what it is (and isn’t), 
and use the tips, insights, and examples to create your most 
spectacular of lives. That is my goal. 
 

Please know that I write this book right now for women to 
understand men and to help understand themselves in 
relationships with men. I have a hard enough time keeping it all 
straight (so to speak) in my own field of expertise without 
dabbling in the dynamics of man-to-man or woman-to-woman 
relationships, even though I would love to help any couple or 
individual that comes my way. Having said that, I would love for 
any of my gay friends or readers to tell me if what I am saying 
is of any value to them. Wouldn’t it be nice if we could all play 
nicely and productively in the same sandbox?! 

 

Finally, it takes courage for any of us to hear about liabilities, 
hang-ups, screw-ups, and baggage that we bring to the 
relationship table. I know that I can come off as a combination 
coach and holier-than-thou preacher. I am merely making a 
point that I believe your behavior could do with some 
“modification” if you want to get the results you say you want. 
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Again, I reiterate that all in all I have a spectacular life. Change 
or don’t change—really my role is to stir the pot and to outline 
what has worked for me, my clients, and my circle of women. I 
would love, Love, LOVE to play with a community of 
like-minded women (and men) who are absolutely living their 
best life and rockin’ it, no holds barred. I am looking for lots of 
other women to play with! 
 

Or, you can throw the book across the room, and go back to 
living your life until you are ready to read and take it in. 
Completely your choice. 
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“Don’t blame a man if you don’t have the love life of your dreams!” 

~ Fiona Fine 

 

Chapter 1 
Hey, It’s Just My Point of View… 

The Truth Behind What Women Really Want 
 

 

You’re a strong woman. In fact, you are probably a 
super-achiever. You excel in times of stress when others would 
falter. You have been living the feminist dream: balancing 
work, family, community, and friendships with poise, 
intelligence, and some manly love in your life. 

 

Wait a minute—back that truck up! 

 

Love? A strong, independent, accomplished woman needs a 
man like a fish needs a bicycle, right? 

 
Is your brain screaming that you don't have time for a man? 
How do you find one that can handle you? Is the man you have 
not cutting it? 
 
How many times has it been pointed out that you are driven, 
intense, and focused, and that most men find you 
intimidating? Maybe you survived one marriage breakup, so why 
would you go for another? 
 
Time for some tough, loving truth: 
 

DE-NIAL is not just a river in Egypt! 
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Do you work really hard, raise your kids (or simply didn’t have 
any for the sake of your career), do everything you may have 
been told you couldn't do, juggle everything plus some, yet life 
still feels a bit hollow? Is it possible that your love life sucks and 
romance has gone the way of the Dodo bird? No, you certainly 
don’t NEED a man in a life or death sense. But are you reading 
this because it feels like something’s still missing in your life? 
 

You may be ready for a relationship in that you are divorced 
and on the market again, or you may be trying to make your 
existing relationship work again. But with all the long hours at 
work and keeping things together at home, are you feeling a 
subtle or even blatant emptiness when you slow down, step 
back, and look at your life in panorama? If you are reading this 
far, probably yes. 

 

Time for some real talk, woman to woman—from a woman who 
has been there, done that, and got the blisters from walking in 
the shoes! 

 

One Woman’s Wake-Up Call 
 

“Rewind to 2009.... I had just opened my own insurance 
business nine months prior. I was married a little over 
two years. I lived in a beautiful home, in a beautiful 
neighborhood. I had a little six-pound, white Maltese dog 
named Momo, and I wore a size 6. Based on all external 
appearances and by many accounts I was living a 
wonderful life. Up to this point, I had done what I 
thought was right and what I should do based on 
someone else’s ideal. I went to college, got married, got 
a dog, bought a house, and found work that I enjoyed. 
Next step, have a baby, right? I was supposed to be 
happy, right? Living the American Dream, right? Not so 
much… 
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The truth is, I was living someone else’s life—not mine! 
The odd part is that I didn’t know whose life it was. I 
was dying on the inside, and I didn’t even know why. I 
was under major pressure and stress 24/7 to perform to 
someone else’s standards in my insurance business. In 
less than two years, my marriage had quickly become an 
uninspired and unfilled roommate situation. 
‘Pleasure’—that was not a word in my vocabulary. I was 
working just to earn a paycheck and living just to get to 
the next day.  Simply put, I was exhausted, frustrated, 
tired, dried up, sad, unhappy, alone, and I was only 25. 
The thing is, no one on the outside would have known. I 
pasted on a smile, used that positive attitude I had 
adopted for years, and kept drudging forward in my own 
silent abyss.” (Source: Mama Gena’s School of Womanly Arts, 
January 15, 2013 newsletter; reprinted with permission) 

 

This Sister Goddess(TM) could be any one of us, age 25 to 95! 
 

Like so many young women of my generation, I had my life 
meticulously planned out on paper from the age of 16. I would 
go to the university of my choice (check) at age 17 (check); 
graduate with a degree in mechanical engineering (check); get 
a job that made me six figures (check) before I was 30 
(check); travel the world (check) with someone else paying for 
it (check—i.e., my company!); fall in love with “The One” 
(check); be married before age 30 (check); have two kids by 
age 31 (umm…); and of course live happily ever after. It was 
going to be just like the career Barbie and business Ken pretend 
life that I created in my childhood. Of course it would be 
perfect and I would reach my happily ever after by age 
34—which is when my life plan stopped. When you are 17 and 
entering university, and you have lived a charmed childhood 
(thank you, Mum and Dad, for your sacrifices), being age 34 is 
a long time in the future. 
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The “normal” fairytale pieces were put into place, but since I 
had come from a charmed childhood, I had no idea how to 
factor in the harsh reality of a real life: being in my first car 
accident within three weeks of entering university; myriad 
health issues that threatened my graduation with my 
engineering degree; two serious concussions; “The One” 
wanting a divorce from the marriage that he basically begged 
me for (I heard “Well, if you love me why don’t you want to 
marry me?” within six months of our first meeting); my ex 
mother-in-law asking for my diamond engagement ring back 
even before we were officially separated (we hadn’t even 
survived being married 18 months!); getting fired from my 
six-figure job (as my IBMer bosses promoted me from being a 
great salesperson to being a bad sales manager); another 
concussion, which made my health fail (again); five years being 
celibate (in recovery from a huge sense of betrayal); and 
regaining my sense of self and health, only to have a second car 
accident that was the final tipping point to an ensuing lifetime 
of struggle with chronic pain, health, and vitality. 

 

Yep, life doesn’t often work out the way we are told in 
fairytales. The brothers Grimm glossed over the cobwebs that 
grow on Sleeping Beauty and the ensuing decay that can fall 
over the palace. 
 

I was basically the Sister Goddess(TM) mentioned above. 

 

I was working exclusively in a man’s world and continued to do 
so for 30-plus years. When I received my degree in engineering 
there were 35 women in a graduating class of 350-plus, and my 
subsequent jobs in information technology and the ballbusting 
world of corporate headhunting didn’t have much better odds. I 
take for granted that I inherently understand the way a man’s 
mind thinks, how he reacts to situations, and how he views the 
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world. This gives me a really unique insight into how men 
function. 
 

Frankly, men look at life really, really simply. They are 
singularly focused, and in their minds women are often the 
most mysterious and complicated of creatures.  
 

I agree. Until I went to my Mama Gena’s “Mastery Class” in 
New York City, I felt the same way about women! My best 
friends were men or other super-strong women, and even 
though I was back in a common-law marriage, I was still 
wearing the pants in the family as well as in my job.  
 

Basically I was a ballbuster in the boardroom but definitely 
not blissing out in the bedroom! 

 

From the mid-1990s until around 2006, my life was incredibly 
awkward, stressful, and unhealthy. I’d completely forgotten 
what pleasure of any sort was (orgasm included), and buried 
myself in work and home renovations. Neither is conducive to 
keeping or repairing a marriage. 

 

I was miserable. My health was failing, my relationship was 
failing, and I was making everyone around me miserable. The 
only good thing I think I did during those 12 years or so (other 
than make some really good money) was to not have children 
(so at least I wasn’t in the process of f#cking up a future 
generation). “Pit bull” became my middle name, and resiliency 
was my game. 

 

On a massage table at the Kripalu Yoga Retreat Center I finally 
snapped. Life was just not worth it mentally, physically, 
emotionally, or spiritually. 
 

The “inter-friend-tion” came in the form of an unlikely source: 
a man. Nope, not an affair. I was way too shut down for that, 
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and monogamy was still my basis point. Still, he was a new man 
in my life and he saw the remnants of the old me—the sassy, 
vivacious, witty woman who still had the balls to rebuild herself. 
He’s good at recognizing talent. He also knew Mama Gena, Dr. 
Christiane Northrup, Dr. Gary Null, Peter Reznik, and all the 
other experts who are pros at rebuilding a woman who has lost 
her way. He got me drinking “green slime” (aka green shakes), 
my health took off, my libido came flooding back online, my 
work became fun again, and my new dating life flourished. 
Seriously, with my newfound attitude toward life and love, men 
were lining up to date me! 

 

My point is: We CAN have it all—as long as we each know what 
“all” means to us. 
 

I recognize now that I have lived a truly spectacular life—a life 
that affords me a lot of choices IF I am willing to live with the 
consequences. 

 

The other thing I realized, standing in a room with 200-plus 
other women at Mama Gena’s Mastery class (The School of 
Womanly Arts), was that we have an epidemic of women who 
are cut off from ourselves, our bodies, our potential, our 
libidos, and our pleasure! Married, divorced, single, widowed—in 
so many cases we, as women, have lost our way in our own 
lives! 

 

In fact, right now you might be living in a cycle of hard work, 
exhaustion, and resentment or anger with the men in your lives 
and in your past. 

 

You know how to DO. 
You know how to SERVE and to GIVE. 

You do NOT know how to RECEIVE. 
You do NOT know how to GIVE from a place of self-pleasure. 
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If you are like I was and so many of the women I know from 
our Goddesses Gab women’s roundtable series (the  CDs are 
available at http://HowToPutTheFunBackIntoDating.com), you 
know how to live in your masculinity, not your inner femininity. 
This is a death knell to a great love life. Romance doesn’t 
flourish when a woman is cracking the whip (unless BDSM is a 
part of your creative bent). 

 

Living in the more self-centric world of men, I was able to see 
both sides of the equation. I have had such a yang, or 
masculine energy, that my struggle has been to live more in the 
yin, or feminine energy, so that bliss in the bedroom balances 
my so-called ballbusting. 
 

Yet, great men are attracted to women who know how to 
receive and surrender to their best selves. To receive well, the 
pushing, the over-giving, the over-compensating—all of the 
masculine yang energy has to be buffered with smoothing out 
the chaos of life, tuning in, tapping in, and turning on to a 
better life. 

 

Sounds counterintuitive, yet men (the good ones) really do love 
to serve women. That means they want to give of themselves, 
their resources, and their love while we receive graciously and 
easily. Yet receiving is not something we as women are taught 
how to do. That’s a hell of a damn shame and a waste of a 
good man’s love. If you are busy running your man the way you 
run your work, your kids, your community, and everything else 
that needs you, you are running romance and yourself right into 
the ground. No man can compete with that! 

 

When I learned to embrace my feminine side and to receive, it 
was eye opening. But it was combining that with my years of 
knowledge of how men's minds work and what they want that 
made my love life truly spectacular. I want to help you do the 
same. 
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“I am not a princess, I don’t need saving. 
I am a queen, I got this shit handled!” 

~ Unknown 

 

Chapter 2 
FUN and PLEASURE: 

How To Work With Men… Not Against Them 
 

You know, here’s the thing I believe (and that I can prove!): To 
any man, women are the ULTIMATE PRIZE. 
 

● Men want to make us HAPPY. 
● They want to SATISFY us. 
● They want to CHERISH and ADORE us! 

 

But we, as women, keep getting in our own way and making it 
really fricken’ hard for them!  
 

It’s time to step up! 
 

PLEASURE is our birthright! 
 

 

### 

 

Here are some ways that we as women can work with men 
instead of against them to have more fun, more pleasure, 
more connection, and even hotter, juicier sex in our lives. 
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All About Pleasure... 
 

The Oxford English Dictionary defines Pleasure as: 
a feeling of satisfaction or joy; a person’s will or desire (i.e., 
what is your pleasure) 
 

“Positive psychologists define three forms of happiness; 
starting with pleasure (which is fleeting), engagement 
(getting lost in the moment) and meaning (which is 
transcending and enduring) as the third level of happiness.” 
(Source: Joanna Barsh and Susie Cranston, How Remarkable Women Lead) 

 

I disagree that pleasure is fleeting! 
 

Striving for pleasure is a worthy goal in living a life of flow, 
harmony, abundance, and peace. 
 

Pleasure isn’t only sexual. It can be the happiness of a morning 
meditation or a great workout or an hour curled up in a coffee 
shop with the newspaper. Pleasure can be as simple as eating 
some delicious chocolates, but the added joy of experiencing 
that moment and knowing that you consciously CHOSE to 
engage yourself in that moment—to me, that is pleasure. 
 

Mama Gena of Mama Gena’s School of Womanly Arts in NYC 
has a nickname in the Sister Goddess(TM) community: “The 
Queen of Pleasure.” She says, “Embracing pleasure is about 
looking within, to see what would feel good, and following 
through on any and all activities that can add to your own 
gratification.” (Source: Regena Thomashauer Mama Gena’s School of 
Womanly Arts) 

 

I agree with Mama that pleasure must be a critical part of your 
life. 
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I simply don’t understand why our society has become so 
adverse to pleasure. Our work days have become longer and our 
lives more complicated, and we are supposed to live by the 
motto of “no pain, no gain.” Actively seeking pleasure is 
considered selfish, self-centered, and even greedy, particularly 
when we put ourselves first to do so.  

When we live without pleasure, though, we live lives of quiet 
desperation, angst, whininess, bitchiness, and potentially even 
loneliness (even if you are in a relationship!). 

Pleasure is about doing what feels good to you, going with your 
instincts, and making a conscious decision to seek what is going 
to bring you true enjoyment, internal joy, relaxation, or a 
pleasurable sensation. 

Pleasure gives you clarity; it refreshes and rejuvenates. 

The thing about pleasure is that you have to actively CHOOSE 
it. This takes practice for most of us women. Lots of practice! 

There is a favorite saying in maintaining a yoga practice: “just 
hit the mat.” In fitness training it is translated to “just get to 
the gym” or “just lace up your shoes.” In other words, make it 
such an unconscious and instinctive discipline that your body, 
mind, and soul are driven to do it even when your ego or body 
might be screaming at you “I don’t wanna!” 

You must be always willing and vigilant to reach for the good. 
You will find that when you learn to seek your own pleasure, 
you will inspire others to do the same. 

And let’s not forget sensual pleasure, which no woman should 
live without. Here is what the Queen of Pleasure has to say on 
the topic:  
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“The art of sensual pleasure is when a woman takes 
complete control of her sensual destiny. She knows her 
body, she knows what pleasures her. She knows how to 
surrender—ecstasy is her reality. The art of sensual pleasure 
is when a woman’s body, soul and enthusiasm in being or 
unified and she is awakened. She is on close terms with her 
bliss.” (Source: Regena Thomashauer Mama Gena’s School of Womanly Arts) 

Doesn’t this sound more fun than “no pain, no gain”? So, what 
the hell is holding you back? 

For many women, it is about seeking the permission to do 
things that are far out of their comfort zone, something that 
feels so hedonistic and selfish. So there’s another thing I want 
to rant about: permission. 

Permission 

What is it, why do we women seem to need it, and how do you 
give it to yourself? 

My dad has been saying for years that his daughters (and my 
mother) drive him nuts with our need to poll people on what we 
should/should not do. Usually these polls are not about 
life-altering decisions yet for the myriad decisions that life 
requires of us (e.g., the best way of fixing or replacing, say, 
the motor on the boat). I counter with a quip that Keith J. 
Cunningham (author of Keys to the Vault) gave me in his “4 
Day MBA” course: “My ability to execute on a decision is 
directly proportional to how many divergent opinions I can 
hold in my head.” 

The thing is, my dad isn’t wrong. Women usually have a 
stronger need for permission than men; it just seems to be the 
way our brains work. Not only do we evidently have a larger 
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communication center than men, we are also programmed by 
society to be more highly aware of social interactions and body 
cues. Add to that, somewhere along the road to being a 
grown-up, we often develop a prevalent, deep-rooted need to 
be liked, and we are setting ourselves up for pain and 
disappointment. 

This book is all about encouraging, prodding, and advocating so 
that you become clear on what works for you and then helping 
you to step up to YOU—for YOU. My job is to stir the pot. I ask 
the tough questions: Do you know what you really want? Do you 
know what gives you pleasure? Have you considered a new 
mindset that could set you off on a new path? 

Start giving yourself permission to seek out life’s small 
pleasures, whether it is a 15-minute walk with the dog at dawn 
while your teenagers sort themselves out before school, flirting 
with your doorman or the cab driver on the way to the office, 
having coffee with a friend, or anything else that gives you that 
little burst of joy. Pleasure comes in so many forms! Mine is my 
meditation CD from the Abraham-Hicks series. For many of my 
Sister Goddesses(TM) from the Mama Gena courses, it might be 
cranking up the music for a 10-minute dance break. 

True pleasure has no guilt associated with it. It has nothing to 
do with being selfish and it has few negative consequences. Its 
purpose is to generate lightness and joy. 

Pleasure is your birthright, not a dirty little secret! 

The Gift of Attraction You Were Born With 

Babies have everyone eating out of the palm of their hand—and 
so should you! 
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Flirting is something we are born to do. Flirting sparks the 
attraction and keeps the attraction going over the long haul. It 
gets us attention, brings us joy, and opens us up to others. 
Many of us forget how to flirt as adults, so here’s a crash 
course... 

When was the last time you looked directly into the eyes of 
a/your man to show your interest? 

You should; eye contact is the number one “flirt-action”! 

Whether you are single, married, looking, or you just want to 
love the one you are with, flirting will spark your love 
life—actually all the areas in your life—in ways you haven’t 
imagined. 

● Practice flirting every chance you get. Flirt with every
man, woman, or child you can.

● If you are shy in this department, practice casually on
store clerks, parking lot attendants, and hotel
concierges, then work your way up to looking a man
directly in the eyes (for longer than three seconds) in
the street instead of staring down at your BlackBerry or
iPhone as you are clearing your work e-mail (again!).

● Remember that people often need encouragement and
direct green light signals to start up a conversation with
you, as they have shyness and confidence issues to push
past as well.

● Flirt with your partner if you are in a relationship. Take
flirting to the next level with sexting, which is all the
rage and will help keep the bliss in the bedroom alive.

Good, clean, honest flirting is going to keep you happy and 
healthy and engaged with yourself, the world, and your 
partner. 

More about fun and pleasure—but from the dark side…
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Go Ahead, Call Me B.I.T.C.H (Babe In Total Control Of 
Herself) 

The Oxford dictionary defines “bitch” as “a spiteful or 
unpleasant woman.” 

As you probably well know, name calling isn’t limited to kids in 
the schoolyard. On the way up the ladder you may have been 
called many names-to your face or behind your back. My 
favorite has been the word “bitch” (although I have been called 
many others in 30 years, including aggressive, bossy and, even 
once, ballbuster). 

It probably goes without saying that some men find you 
INTENSE and even possibly INTIMIDATING. 

My rant is to get over it! 
Own it! 

Embrace it!  

If you can embrace your own “bitchiness,” then no one can use 
it against you. Roll with the punches, and be the epitome of 
that ballbusting woman that your coworkers fear for making 
them look poorly if they aren’t juggling all the balls as 
gracefully as you do. You are ballbusting! Make a joke of the 
word.  

I am frequently quoted as saying about myself: “Yes, I am a            
Babe In Total Control of Herself” (aka a B.I.T.C.H). It usually           
gets a chuckle if nothing else, and laughter is a good equalizer            
and diffuses tensions. Or try one of these: 

● Beautiful Individual That Causes Hard-ons (aka
B.I.T.C.H)
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● Beautiful, Intelligent, Talented, Charming, and
Hellacious (aka B.I.T.C.H)

Both of those I can get behind! 

We can’t control the whole world, but we can control our inner 
world. So try reframing your mindset and have fun with it! 

To many, many women the word “bitch” is still offensive and 
considered an insult. Whether we are aware of it or not, 
women are still often raised with the idea that we must be 
nice, quiet, pretty, pleasant, and/or demure. Yeah right! 

Actually each of us women has an inner bitch—the part of us 
that is our “bad” side. Yet when it is harnessed, our inner bitch 
can also be reframed and unleashed to be a B.I.T.C.H. Your 
inner bitch points toward areas of your life where you feel 
short-changed. If you bottle up your inner bitch, she is going to 
find a way to make herself known—and at a time and place 
where she might do damage, either to you, your career, your 
relationship, or even your health. 

Let me be clear: Embracing your inner bitch is different from 
when you are bitching, venting, criticizing, or making those 
around you miserable. She is not about wallowing in intolerance 
or anger. However your inner B.I.T.C.H (Babe In Total Control 
of Herself) is a strong, powerful force that you can HARNESS 
if—and only if—you can give yourself the PERMISSION to do so. 

Your inner B.I.T.C.H is about realizing those parts of you that 
make you fully human. When you channel her, you channel the 
parts of your life that you are unhappy about—the parts that 
make you feel unfulfilled or angry or sad. Don’t withhold your 
feelings because you are afraid that people will not see you as 
nice. Repressed emotion is a huge potential source of 
“dis-ease” and stresses the immune system. When you give 
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your inner bitch the permission to exist, that is when you can 
be all you can be—100% you—and that is where true feminine 
power really begins. And trust me: It is a uniquely feminine 
power. There is no male equivalent to what B.I.T.C.H is all 
about. (Boys I’m In Total Charge Here is another one!) 

Are you questioning whether or not you have an inner bitch? 
You do—we all do. Think about all those times your partner 
forgot to the do the dishes or you got cut off on the highway or 
you were treated rudely by a sales clerk. Did you say 
something? Did you get results? Did you stand up for yourself? 
Or did you just let it go and feel all the buildup of emotion 
without any real release? That is your inner bitch either coming 
out to play or being repressed. Think of her like a really good 
orgasm: You can feel the buildup, and you can choose whether 
you are going to feel that release or try to keep everything 
bottled up inside. 

Learning how to dance with your inner bitch is like learning how 
to have really great orgasms. They both have tremendous 
power and the ability to make you feel great—if you channel 
the feeling well! 

My personal inner bitch is called INTOLERANCE. For others it 
may be impatience, injustice, even indifference or plain old 
anger. No matter what her name, each inner bitch has her own 
set of triggers that will set her clamoring to be free. Ignore the 
triggers at your peril; they are like land-mines in your psyche 
that can blow up jobs, relationships, health, even your money. 

Your inner bitch has the power to make a difference in your 
world, but that power is a double-edged sword. Let me give 
you an example: 
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Pain is the rope burns of not letting go fast enough! 

In the summer of 1995, my second car accident left me 
disabled from my corporate headhunting job with a condition 
that doctors said I would have to live with—in constant pain—for 
the rest of my life. My inner bitch woke up and was whining 
and pissed off at the world—a lot! Eventually the shock of my 
newfound misery wore off a bit, and I started to feel fed up, 
wallowing in my “poor me” story. My inner bitch started to 
transform into a B.I.T.C.H with a resounding “No, this is not 
acceptable. I choose not to live this way and I will prove that I 
can reclaim my life!” 

The same part of me that can be bitchy and intolerant of, say, 
standing in a holiday shopping line also was the part of me that 
kicked my butt into gear and my ego to the curb after each 
setback. By engaging my B.I.T.C.H mentality, I figured out how 
to live a fully spectacular life even though I still live in pain and 
life beats me up. 

Take a really good look at what gets you angry. Knowing your 
triggers makes all the difference between using your inner bitch 
as a positive or a destructive force. When you feel that buildup, 
or you feel like you are going to snap and unleash your bitch in 
the worst way possible, here’s how to befriend your inner bitch 
and to stop denying such a positively powerful part of yourself 
so you can evolve into being a B.I.T.C.H: 

1. Walk away and say no. Give yourself permission to get
out of situations that are going to trigger you. Use the
positive power of your inner bitch to risk the displeasure
of those around you and do what is right for you.
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2. Blog, journal, or write. Write down everything that
makes you angry or stew, anything that you are afraid
to say for fear of people’s perceptions of you, or
anything that you think is going to blow up your life.

3. Have your own personal bitch-fest, either with your
girlfriends or by yourself. It can help to put issues into
perspective and can be pretty calming. Nothing is
off-limits, but give yourself a limited time and space,
and make it about how you feel (not all the gory details
of what happened).

4. Don’t get caught up in the details of the story. Yes,
your man forgot your birthday or your boss pissed you
off or the dude in the car in front of you cut you off.
Move past the story and get to the emotions.
Recognizing, feeling, and moving the emotions through
your body (and therefore mind/ego) enables you to
more quickly harness the positive aspects and release
the negative aspects of your inner bitch.

Give yourself permission to vent, and ask permission of 
others to vent. Call a girlfriend or ask to speak to your 
partner. Make sure they have the time, energy, and 
headspace to listen. Write it all down, and look for 
trends and triggers. Your journal or blog can be your 
own personal “B.IT.C.H Bible”! 

5. It is a cliché, yet when I point or wag my finger at
someone else, there are actually three fingers pointing
back to me. So in many cases, it is our own behavior or
intolerance that we don’t really like, and the three
fingers remind us that we need to hold the mirror up to
see our own behaviors.
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A woman who is a “Babe In Total Control of Herself” is a 
very appealing woman. 

She knows who she is from the inside out and does not 
accept anything less than the best in her life. 

So go ahead, become a total B.I.T.C.H! 
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“A lot of men would be better men if they were required to be men.” 
~ Steve Harvey 

Chapter 3 
Demystifying Men: 

A Real Guide To Understanding Men 

It drives me nuts to hear women say that men have all the 
power in relationships!  

One of the key ingredients in having great romantic 
relationships is the so-called “secret power” that women have 
to attract and hold men—yet this secret isn’t at all a secret to 
men! 

Men are actually seriously baffled as to why women—especially 
strong, successful, super-achieving women—could ever 
conceivably, truly believe that statement. Men know from the 
very early days of their lives that the world works this way but 
it seems to be a secret to more than 80% of women I talk to. It 
is one of the reasons we have created the Men Tell All Audio 
CD series (available at www.FionaFine.com or 
http://www.HowToPutTheFunBackIntoDating.com) 

Men know that women actually do have the power in 
relationships. We often just don’t wield the power well. 

Men Chase, Women Choose 
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